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The cloud works on a shared responsibility model 

between the enterprise(you) and the Cloud 

Provider. We help you secure your part of the 

responsibility.

Easily assess your cloud for misconfigurations and cloud best practices and get reports generated 

in near-real time

95% of cloud security breaches 

will be the result of an 

enterprise’s fault by 2022

Many organizations struggle with three key areas in the cloud

The costs associated with procuring cloud security solutions, the long procurement lifecycle, and the 

time to train security teams on a new solution often impact purchasing decisions. While consulting 

companies and security service providers offer security assessment and consulting services, most 

of the assessments involve manual effort, lack full visibility into all cloud resources, are 

time-consuming, and can run into weeks or months.

Worried about cloud security?

Visibility - What do I have in the cloud - compute resources, 
storage entities, networks, identities, etc.

Security Posture - Did we misconfigure anything in the cloud, 
leaving our cloud susceptible to exploits?

Lack of skilled cloud resources - You have minimal resources 
with cloud knowledge and the know-how of implementing 
security controls in the cloud. 

Our cloud assessments are fully automated, 100% API Based, no agent installations, and happen 

in under 30 min. You can assess your cloud for Best Practice Control adherence or get an 

assessment report(PDF or Excel) against any industry standards mentioned below.



The costs associated with procuring cloud security solutions, the long procurement lifecycle, and the 

time to train security teams on a new solution often impact purchasing decisions. While consulting 

companies and security service providers offer security assessment and consulting services, most 

of the assessments involve manual effort, lack full visibility into all cloud resources, are 

time-consuming, and can run into weeks or months.

As part of the assessment, the following reports are made available

What is included in the assessment?

Inventory of all cloud assets

        A CSV report with a complete inventory list across your AWS, GCP, and      

        Azure Clouds.

Cloud Best Practice Reports

        Report on misconfigurations across your cloud environment and policy  

        compliance to 500+ cloud best practices.

        The report includes details about the violating controls and        

        recommendations on how to fix them.

        Report Format - PDF/Excel









Compliance Reports 

        Checks compliance with various security standards and regulations such   

        as ISO 27001, CIS Benchmarks, NIST, FedRamp, GDPR, HIPAA, HITRUST,  

        PCI DSS, etc.

        Report Format - PDF/Excel





Our cloud assessments are fully automated, 100% API Based, no agent installations, and happen 

in under 30 min. You can assess your cloud for Best Practice Control adherence or get an 

assessment report(PDF or Excel) against any industry standards mentioned below.



The customer creates a read-only service account that C3M will use to onboard cloud accounts 

using the cloud providers API. 

How does the C3M Cloud Control Assessment 
platform do this?

HOW DOES IT WORK

DISCOVER

Metadata of your 

cloud accounts

are pulled down

using API’s

EVALUATE

This data is then evaluated

to check conformance to

security and compliance

policies.

Every organization has different security control requirements, and there will be a custom set of 

controls that you would like to check in your cloud. Our professional services team can partner with 

you on this and get the checks in place with our easy-to-use policy engine framework, all while 

staying cost-effective.

 What access does C3M need to perform this assessment?

 A service account with read-only permissions to scan your cloud configurations.

Custom Assessments :

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

REPORT

Security and Compliance

reports

are generated

?

Does C3M retain any of the data from the assessments? 

Once the assessment is complete, the scan data and reports are deleted from the C3M  

system and cannot be retrieved later. A new scan has to be initiated in the future.

Will C3M continue to have access to our cloud environments?

No. Once the scan report is delivered, the customer cloud account details are deleted 

from C3M. As an extra safeguard, the customer can delete the read-only service account 

created for C3M.

?



Reach us to learn more

 Automated Point-In-Time Security Assessment

 Near-Real-Time Security Posture Reporting

 Pay As You Scale Cloud Accounts Based Pricing 

 Comprehensive Contextual Reports

 Actionable Cloud Security Insights

Interested in leveraging the C3M Cloud Control platform to assess the security of cloud 

infrastructure?

 What access does C3M need to perform this assessment?

 A service account with read-only permissions to scan your cloud configurations.

The C3M Assessment Advantage:

?











Does C3M retain any of the data from the assessments? 

Once the assessment is complete, the scan data and reports are deleted from the C3M  

system and cannot be retrieved later. A new scan has to be initiated in the future.

Will C3M continue to have access to our cloud environments?

No. Once the scan report is delivered, the customer cloud account details are deleted 
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